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"A beautifully illustrated and heartfelt animale tale!" -- Kirkus reviewsIt's hard to be the runt of

the litter - unable to keep up with the others, unsure and insecure. Puppy Pickup Day is a

rhyming story about a tiny Labradoodle pup who doesn't quite fit in. When he gets lost on the

most important day of his life, he needs to overcome his insecurity and be brave. Will he make

it back in time to meet his new family? Will they love him in spite of his small size and

limitations?Filled with beautiful Illustrations from former Disney Illustrator, Len Smith. Reluctant

readers will enjoy the bright colors and identify with the tiny pup who won't give up. Perfect for

ages 4-8. Grab yours and visit the author web site for bonus content including: Video Book,

Original Song, Teacher's Guide, Coloring & Activity Pages.

A variety of messages are wound into this fun-loving story of a little puppy's adventure:

counting, colorful fun, lessons on friendship and helping, and embracing new

experiences. Each panel is packed with not just vivid colors and playful action, but emotion...

Readers will find their heartstrings similarly pulled as the story visually 'pops' with excitement.--

D. Donovan, Senior Reviewer - MidWest Book ReviewAbout the AuthorApril Cox is an Author,

Entrepreneur and lover of Labradoodles, but her favorite title is Nana!Inspired by her

grandchildren and a newfound love for children's picture books,she has dedicated herself to

creating fun, beautiful stories that kidswould love. Each one has important underlying themes

that parents canuse as a springboard for deeper discussions."There's nothinglike the

closeness that develops while reading a favorite book together. But don't stop there, make up

your own!"Encouraged by thesuccess of her first book, Puppy Pickup Day, April founded

LittleLabradoodle Publishing in 2018 in order to focus on writing, literacy,and to help dreams

come true for new and aspiring authors.April lives in Pawtucket, Rhode Island with Steve, her

husband of thirty years, and their two Labradoodles. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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dainesh, “Fabulous book for kids. “Could this puppy make it in time for puppy pick up? And will

the new family accept a clumsy puppy?”This book is about a sweet little labradoodle who gets

lost after he is left out of playtime by his friends. Through his adventure he discovers that it is

okay to be different and makes new friends who help him get back home. Unlike his friends, the

little puppy struggled to catch a ball or even play with the others and he was left out. Struggling

with sadness, he gets lost, but makes new friends along the way who helped him get over his

insecurities.The book teaches children about kindness and friendship and accepting your

friends for their differences. This is a great book for kids with anxiety and kids with disabilities

and will have a positive impact on them.The illustrations are fabulous, and the rhyming text go

hand in hand to make a it a perfect combination and most importantly, my son loved it and it is

a very attractive book for visual learners.”

JS, “Inspiring and Fun. The Little Labradoodle was a fun and exciting read for me! The first

thing I noticed was the feel of the book cover, it was velvety which made it stood out among

other books I own. The illustrations are beautiful and colorful which makes it very attractive in

my opinion. A fun book that teaches children kindness, friendship and acceptance. A very

inspirational rhyming book not only for children but to adults as well. I truly enjoy this book and

this book is a must have in all homes, dog shelters and school libraries. Way to go, April!”

Ronan, “Adorable!. This was a timely read! We are about to give up 3 kittens for adoption and

my sons are really sad to see them go. They loved the excitement in the book and I hope will

say goodbye to their kitties hoping they are going to a loving home...The pictures in this book

are so cute! I just want to sit and stare at them and enjoy the pure bliss of watching puppies

play!”

Beverly Ann McCall, “The Little Labradoodle Puppy Pickup Day. Brady, the runt of the litter is

excited upon awakening. He and his siblings are groomed and waiting for their new families. He

goes out to play. He gets list. Upon return everyone is gone. Ms cox’s writing style is enjoyable.

Like the rhyming passages. Illustrations are outstanding. Colors are muted but still vibrant.”



Kay in Seattle, “A heartfelt and dynamic little story. Kids will love waiting with the children

coming to pick up their new puppy, and will be caught up in the clumsy escapades the playful

little labradoodle gets into while trying to get back home in time. The musical rhythm of the

words will surely get many of the pages repeated! Such lively, up-close pictures will be very

popular too!! A heartfelt and dynamic little story that packs a really good message--reminded

me a bit of my own childhood love, The LIttle Engine that Could. Looking forward to the series

continuing!!”

The Croak 500, “Adventures await. Love the illustration and the story itself. The entirety is

about Brady, who I love. The story is about puppies finding new homes but when they are out

to play Brady gets lost. It mentions several things, his size, he is smalller than the other

puppies. He gets lost and finds his way home. The whole story is a story to share with kids

younger to learn intesting things.. I rate this a 5 stars.”

Darlene Kleist, “Loved by my family. My little one loved the adventures of the smallest

labradoodle and can't wait for Moore books to come out. She said can we get them as soon as

they come out mom. She doesn't know a little secret that mom was able to get her the coloring

book to go along with the story which will surprise her next time I read the story. I am excited to

see what adventures that the puppies get into as they grow!”

Lindsay DeRollo, “Cutest Book Ever for Kids. This is such a cute and heart-warming story for

kids, filled with bright and adorable illustrations that I absolutely love. I hope the author will

keep writing more books in this great series! Perfect for animal-lovers. Everyone who reads this

book will fall in love with Brady the puppy. Kids will be rooting for him throughout his journey in

finding his furr-ever home!”

Kinsman Bookworm Gang, “Cute rhyming story that kids will love - with wonderful illustrations.

In this cute story, kids will enjoy following along as Brady, the smallest Labradoodle pup in his

litter, ends up heading off on an unplanned adventure before making it back home in time to

meet his new family. The fun rhyming text bounces along happily, and goes well with the

wonderful illustrations. As they read about Brady’s exciting day, kids will also be learning some

important lessons about perseverance and about not needing to be the biggest or best at

anything to be loved. Highly recommended.”

Lolah, “A brilliant book, gorgeously illustrated. This is a sweet children's book, brilliantly

illustrated by Len Smith, telling of a labradoodle puppy's adventure when he gets lost while

playing, but has to get home urgently, as it is the day that the new families are coming to collect

the puppies. It's a lovely read, and when I read it with my nieces they both adored it too. I'd

highly recommend it to all children who love dogs and we would definitely love to read more

stories in the Little Labradoodle series.”

Gary James Smith, “A lovely read. This lovely book follows a group of labradoodle puppies

preparing for a very special occasion - Puppy pickup day, where they will find out their new

home. Unfortunately, the littlest labradoodle finds herself far from home, and with the help of

new friends must find her way back in time.This is a heartwarming story about belonging and

being true to yourself, greatly aided by the bright and expressive illustrations. Highly

recommended.”



Lucia Paganini, “Super sweet!. I really enjoyed the fact that everything was shown from the

point of view of our furry friends. The story is very sweet, I couldn't wait to go to next page and

see the artwork and read the story. Really well done!”

The book by April M. Cox has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 202 people have provided feedback.
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